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A FAREWELL FROM
THE PRINCIPAL
The time has come for me to write my final column for Trinity's newsletter.
In March next year, I will end my time as principal of Trinity to take up a new
post as Bishop of Penrith, suffragan in the Diocese of Carlisle.
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Under God, I believe this is the right next move.
But it is not going to be easy to say farewell
to a college I have been connected with, and
loved, since I came here as a student in 1997.
I have been an ordinand, a trustee, a member
of faculty, and now principal for nearly five years.
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Race and
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Habakkuk: Trusting
God through Injustice

Words of thanks from the
Trinity community for Rev
Dr Emma Ineson's time as
principal, as she leaves college
this spring to become Bishop
of Penrith.

During last spring’s diversity
week, three students reflected
on their own experiences
around race and the church.

Tutor in Old Testament Rev
Dr David Firth discusses how
Habakkuk wrestles with the
difficulty of continued faith
in God and shares ideas for
preaching and teaching this
lesser known prophet.

Trinity College is a theological training college located in Bristol, England, dedicated to equipping
students to live like the Kingdom of God is near as they prepare to lead churches and Christian
ministries around the world. The college offers certificate, diploma, bachelor's, graduate, and
postgraduate programmes to both residential and nonresidential students.
Trinity College News is published twice annually by the college to inform, serve, and connect
Trinity's alumni, students, and friends. To contact the editor, please email Melissa Stratis,
m.stratis@trinitycollegebristol.ac.uk, or call +1 (44) 117 968 0205.

I have been reflecting on the things I am so
pleased to see happening in the college, and
what these changes represent. As I look at this
college now I see a community of independent
students and ordinands—from aged 21 (our
youngest ordinand) to people of 'far maturer
years’—learning, studying, and growing in
Christ together. Overall student numbers have
doubled in recent years. The percentage of
younger and of single students has increased
greatly. The balance of male and female
students is now 50/50.
I see a college that truly believes in integrating
academic theology with practical ministry
experience on the ground in parishes and
churches around the city. We now partner
with more than twenty churches to enable
our students not ‘to take time off’ from ministry
while they’re here, but rather to grow in their
vocation to ministry and mission amongst
local communities, while they also learn from
books and lectures. Alongside our gathered
(residential) mode of training, the introduction of
a new dispersed learning track where students
come to college for six blocks of the year is an
important addition to the offering we make to
the church to train its ministers in thorough and
flexible ways.
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I see a college where the vision to ‘Live like
the Kingdom is near’ permeates everything,
from the way we eat together, to what is taught
in lectures, to the way people relate to each
other. Our values based on the Beatitudes have
become the bedrock for community life and
hold before us a vision of what it looks like to
be a citizen of God’s kingdom, rather than the
various kingdoms of this world.
Above all I see a college where the quality of
community is palpable, where people laugh, cry,
live, love, disagree, learn, eat, worship, play sport,
read books, pray, dance, support each other, and
are transformed together by God’s grace and the
truth of his Word. This is a great college and it has
been an honour to be its principal.

Rev Dr Emma Ineson
Principal
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NEWS

HALF DAY OF PRAYER

FIRST COHORT OF DISPERSED LEARNERS

Last September, Trinity welcomed seven new
students (six ordinands and one independent
student) into its new full-time 'dispersed
learning' track. Dispersed learners can complete
the Diploma in Theology, Ministry and Mission
in two years or the Bachelor of Arts (Honours)
in Theology, Ministry and Mission in three years
without relocating to Bristol for residential
training. Both programmes are accredited by
Durham University. The dispersed learning
cohort will attend college for six block weeks

during the academic year. During block weeks,
students complete modules of study, spend
time in reflection, build community within their
cohort, and engage with the residential Trinity
community, benefiting from Trinity's emphasis
on learning in community. Between block
weeks, the dispersed learners log into a weekly
virtual tutor group and seminar (pictured), which
offer additional support for learning in context
and formation. 'Dispersed learning allows me to
be fully part of my church staff team whilst still
getting to live in community while at Trinity,' says
dispersed learner Tom Morgan.
Dispersed learners also benefit from close
integration between the student’s context and
the college. Trinity offers support and training for
the students’ church supervisors, and supervisors
will be aware of students’ academic modules so
they can help them integrate their studies into
their ministry experience.

NEW GREEN TEAM

Green Team members Jonathan Ball, Emily Swinerd,
Bob Molton, and Matt Stone.

This year, in allotting students' jobs within the
college community, the Student Exec has for
the first time given three students the role of
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serving in a 'Green Team'. This group will be
working with college kitchen and properties
staff to consider how the Trinity community
can take practical steps to become more
sustainable in how we eat, what supplies we
use, and to help institute greener changes
college-wide. New Student Exec president
Matt Stone has already led an initiative this
autumn for all students and staff to bring
their own reusable cups to coffee breaks,
eliminating the need for disposable cups. 'We
want to live more sustainably, to protect God's
creation,' says Matt. 'Hopefully we will set a
precedent, and build up a culture of being
good to the planet. And, as Christians going out
to lead churches, we can get a good grounding
while here in more sustainable practices which
we can bring to our churches.'

Students pray in front of maps of Bristol and the UK.

In September, the Trinity community
participated in a morning of prayer, praying
together for God's direction in the appointment
of a new college principal, praying for the
college, for the city of Bristol and its churches,
for God to work through Emma in her new
role, and for the larger Church and its witness
around the country and the world.

BRISTOL CRICKET VICTORY
During the Church Times Cricket Cup last
September, the Bristol Diocese team,
comprised mainly of Trinity students and
alumni, won the cup by five wickets with two
overs to spare, and broke the London team's
six-year winning streak. The Bristol team,
formed by Trinity ordinands Sam Rylands and
Aidan Watson, included so many ordinands
that an appeal had to be made to Church
Times editor Paul Handley to admit them,
as previously teams were required to consist
primarily of priests. At the end of the match,
Sam was 89 not out with 3 sixes and 11 fours,
which, along with three vital wickets, made
him Man of the Match. In addition to Sam
and Aidan, Trinity students and alumni on
the team included Mike Walker, Tom Murray,
Dave Edmondson, Nigel Williams, Rob Smith,
Peter Myers, Matt Stone, Luke Bristowe, Paul
Peterson, and Tim Coates.

TRINITY WEDDINGS
Over the summer months, we've had two
weddings at Trinity from within our student
community. In June ordinand Lydia Rudge
married fellow ordinand Jon Holder, and
at the start of September new curate
Joe Smith married recent Trinity alumna
Megan Moghadam.

NURSERY OFSTED REPORT
The college's nursery, Muddy Boots Day
Nursery, has come through their routine
Ofsted inspection with very positive results.
The nursery was judged good in all categories:
effectiveness of leadership and management;
quality of teaching, learning and assessment;
personal development, behaviour and welfare;
and outcomes for children. Well done to our
nursery manager Jenna Carroll and all the
nursery staff!
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ANNUAL RESEARCH
CONFERENCE

Last June, Trinity and Bristol Baptist College
warmly welcomed forty of our postgraduate
students to college from around the world for
our annual postgraduate research conference.
The conference's keynote address was
given by William Meade Chair in Systematic
Theology at Virginia Theological Seminary
Professor Katherine Sonderegger. During the
week, students presented research papers
and participated in a weekend sightseeing trip
to Oxford.

DIVERSITY WEEK

The Trinity community participated in a
diversity week together last spring, welcoming
Rev Dr Hannah Lewis to speak on disability,
and Queen's Foundation Tutor Rev Dr Carlton
Turner to discuss issues related to race. The
week also included sessions led by Trinity
Theology and Ethics Tutor Rev Dr Jon Coutts,
as well as sessions led by students. You
can read some of the reflections shared by
students during the week on page 11.
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STAFF NEWS

CROSS-CULTURAL LEARNING

Jenna (Jefferies) Carroll is now our nursery
manager at Muddy Boots Day Nursery. Jenna
has worked at nursery for ten years, with
the last fourteen months as acting manager
before becoming manager last summer.
Congratulations to Jenna on her new role
(and also on her recent wedding)!

This summer three Trinity students engaged in learning experiences that
broadened their understanding of the global church, and what it can mean
to be a Christian and to be a vicar.
Ordinand Matt Stone travelled to Malawi for
two months, spending four weeks of that time
at a placement in an Anglican church in a
small town. During his time there, he primarily
shadowed the priest and preached through
a translator. ‘The priest would visit the people
with illness who couldn’t come to church, and
honestly a lot of his time was spent trying to
find solutions to help people get food—it was
a very hand-to-mouth existence there. I had
wanted to see what church was like on the other
side of the world, and some of the people I met
were some of the poorest people on earth. This
experience really opened my eyes.’

Administrator for the Postgraduate Research
Programme Emma Crick de Boom will be
leaving Trinity in early January, as she and her
family move to Switzerland to join the L'Abri
community there. 'Emma has done a great job
of engaging with our postgraduate students
pastorally—regularly checking in with them
to see how they are doing,' says Director of
Postgraduate Research Dr Justin Stratis.
'She will be missed!'

In support of our leavers, on one weekend in July, our
tutors travelled around the country to fifteen ordination
services for twenty-six leavers in just two days!

and who lead a peri-urban Shona church,’ says
Rebecca, whose parents were born and grew
up in Zimbabwe. ‘I was working in Cross-Over’s
“pop-up classroom”, where I supported the
regular teachers, developing their curriculum
and teaching resources as well as teaching some
of the children myself. It was a really special time,
where I witnessed the love of God in the teachers
and the children they served.’

PhD student Sam Rylands spent a week in
Russia this summer alongside other Church of
England ordinands and clergy for the opportunity
to dialogue with ordinands and clergy in the
Orthodox Church. The group travelled from
Moscow to a monastery in Diveyevo and finished
with a trip to a seminary in St Petersburg. ‘I was
struck by the unashamedness of their faith,’ Sam
says. ‘With all the church there has been through
because of persecution, it gives them a boldness
in their identity.’
Ordinand Rebecca Heath-Taylor completed a
placement in Harare, Zimbabwe with a charity
called Cross-Over. Cross-Over aims to meet
the educational needs of poor communities
where family units are under extreme pressure.
The approach allows students to remain within
their families while at the same time providing
emotional support and counselling together with
practical and relevant education. The project is
community-based and currently has 85 children
and 9 mentors. ‘I was staying with a Shonaspeaking family who live just outside Harare,
Trinity College News Autumn 2018
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FACULTY NEWS

Part-time Tutor in New
Testament Prof Steve Walton
has contributed to the new set
of daily Bible reading notes
on Luke in Guidelines from
Bible Reading Fellowship.
This November he has spent
two days teaching on Luke
for clergy and lay ministers
of Exeter Diocese.

At the annual conference of the British New Testament Society last September, there was a
discussion of New Testament tutor Dr Jamie Davies’s book Paul Among the Apocalypses. He also
delivered a paper at the Centre for the Social-Scientific Study of the Bible at St Mary’s University
in Twickenham for the ‘Christian Origins and Social-Scientific Criticism’ conference.

Tutor in Theology and Ethics
Rev Dr Jon Coutts taught
Ethics and Preaching courses
for Readers in Wells Diocese
in the autumn and the spring.
He’s recently written Marks of a
Church: Shaped by Main Things
for Grove Books’ Pastoral Series.
This booklet is intended to be
widely readable; it explores what
makes the church distinct from
other groups, with discussion
questions provided.

Dr Jamie Davies (right) with Dr Elizabeth Shively from
the University of St Andrews and Dr Crispin FletcherLouis from the University of South Gloucestershire.
Photo by Tavis Bohlinger.

Last summer, Principal Rev Dr Emma Ineson
and Trinity alumnus Rev John White taught on
Ephesians for the first week of New Wine United
in Shepton Mallet. This autumn she spoke at the
national conference of the Wives Fellowship,
at a leadership development programme for
female clergy in Salisbury, and was the keynote
speaker at the New Wine Women in Leadership
Conference. In November, she attended the
St Augustine’s Seminar, a theological study
group meeting in preparation for the Lambeth
Conference 2020.

Vice Principal and Tutor in
Missiology Rev Dr Howard
Worsley has written ‘An
autoethnographic perspective
on the broadening of
missiological perspectives in
teaching mission in Anglican
TEIs in England’ for Missiology,
Volume 46, Number 4, October
2018. He has also written a
chapter for the book Re-thinking
Children’s Work in Churches
(Jessica Kingsley, 2019).

Emma Ineson, speaking at New Wine United.
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Tutor in Old Testament and
Academic Dean Rev Dr
David Firth has written a
commentary on Habakkuk
for the newest volume in
the ESV Bible Commentary
series from Crossway. You
can read more about this
on page 16.

Associate faculty member
Rev Dr David Wenham has
written a new book From
Good News to Gospels:
What Did the First Christians
Say About Jesus?, released
through Eerdmans last
September.
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FAREWELL TO
EMMA INESON
This spring, Rev Dr Emma Ineson leaves Trinity after nearly five years as
principal. A Trinity alumna herself, Emma became Tutor in Practical and
Pastoral Theology at Trinity in 2007 and Director of Practical Training from
2010-13 before becoming principal in 2014. Below, Trinity students and
colleagues share appreciations for all Emma has brought into the role
of principal of the Trinity community.
‘Being part of Emma’s pastoral group was one of the
highlights of my first year at Trinity. Emma’s insightful
questions, well-timed comments and continuous
encouragement grounded the beginning of my theological
studies and vocational training. My time with Emma was
precious and I frequently left her study feeling taller and
more confident about the path I was on and the calling
on my life. Emma is a role model for many people, myself
included. Her experience of wrestling with calling, doing life
as a clergy couple, juggling family and ministry, and being
a female voice in the world of theological education were
all wonderfully relevant and spoke into my own journey.
I am so grateful for the time that she shared, the wisdom she
offered and for the dreams that she inspired me to dream.’
Imogen Ball,
ordinand

‘Without doubt the highlight of my time at
Trinity College has been being a member
of Emma’s pastoral group. It has been a real
privilege having a “front row seat” observing
Emma as she has led the Trinity community. It
is a leadership style which is characterised by
fun, grace, humility, wisdom, and vision. I have
particularly appreciated seeing how Emma has
led the college through a season of change.
A real strength of hers has been how she has
relentlessly championed and advocated for the
vision of “Living / leading / learning like the
kingdom is near”. I am delighted that Emma’s
many gifts have been further recognised by
the Church of England in her appointment as a
bishop. However, she will truly be missed by all
of us here at Trinity.’

‘As newly appointed Chair of the Trustees it
has been a privilege to witness Emma’s role
in the college community. It would not be an
overstatement to say the ministry at Trinity
has been transformed during her time as
principal. The testimony of former students
on their experience of community here has
been instrumental in the large number of
students who are now seeking to study with
us. It is Emma’s leadership that has driven this
growth of formation in community. Alongside
this her teaching, particularly in charismatic
theology, has rooted the college’s evangelical
and charismatic ethos in scholarship as well
as praxis. Emma has brought a theological
wisdom grounded in the practicality of ministry,
a personal warmth and pastoral heart. She has
led the whole college community with skill and
diplomacy. However, alongside this she has
been able to have the hard conversations where
necessary and push through hard but necessary
decisions. All this has been possible through her
strong focus on relationships. Even if you didn’t
agree with her, you always know she loves you
and has your and the college’s interest at heart.
We will miss her hugely, but rejoice that she
will bring these skills and character to the wider
church in episcopal ministry.’
Rt. Rev. Richard Jackson, Bishop of Lewes,
Chair of Trinity’s Board of Trustees

Tom Murray,
ordinand
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‘Emma and I began working together
in 2010 when she became my PhD
supervisor. I am so grateful for how she
championed my work, encouraged me,
and stuck with me even when she found
herself with much more important things
to do! Emma’s steady guidance, gentle
questioning and keen eye for grammar
were invaluable in seeing the thesis
through to completion. Since joining
the faculty, it has been a real privilege
to work closely with Emma again, and
I have benefited from her wisdom,
encouragement, and collaborative
leadership. Emma manages beautifully
to combine the compassionate heart of
a pastor with the lively mind of a teacher
and the empowering spirit of leader. She
does all this with an unrelenting sense of
hope and good humour and thus will be
greatly missed.’
Dr Helen Collins,
Tutor in Pastoral and
Ministerial Studies

RACE AND
THE CHURCH

‘It has been a delight to have worked with
Emma over the last five years. I have known
her as a friend for a lot longer, actually since
the late 90s when she and Mat first came to
Trinity. Working closely with her and seeking
God together in these last few years has been
for me, therefore, a period of special pleasure.
By the same token, I am very sorry to see
her go. She has been an excellent principal,
particularly in her clear vision for a Christcentred community. She has a joyful and
hopeful spirit and this communicates to others
in ways that cause them to want to join in. She
is a natural and winsome communicator at
all levels, in personal conversations, in small
teams, and in large gatherings. They will love
her in Carlisle Diocese too! And so there are
good reasons for her going. She is a naturally
collaborative leader. It’s a style of leadership
that will be greatly valued in the church more
widely. She has an instinct for developing
a relational culture, is clear about the need
to define purpose and model values, and
rejoices in seeing people thrive in their areas
of responsibility. With such qualities, her new
friends and colleagues will surely be blessed.’

During last spring's plenary week, Trinity
students thought more deeply about
issues related to disability, race, and
the church. Three Trinity students
who shared personal reflections
regarding race during the
plenary week have agreed
to share their thoughts and
questions with our wider
alumni community as well, that
you might also benefit from
considering the conversations
happening at college.

Andrew Lucas,
Executive Director
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Mary Hotchkiss is a second-year
full-time nonresidential ordinand
completing a Diploma in Theology,
Ministry and Mission.
No person of colour is the same, nor do they
experience things in the same way. I was born in
Zambia, grew up in Botswana, and lived in South
Africa in my teens and early 20s. Growing up as
an expat in Botswana and as a person of colour
in South Africa (I was 14 when apartheid ended),
my race was an obvious part of who I was. Other
people made distinctions and assumptions about
what I was, so for me, at that time, it didn’t help to
keep thinking about it. I had other things I wanted
to do in life and I was more than just my colour.
In fact, until this moment I have never had to
talk about race and theology, and until I started
training in the CofE, I had never been made so
aware of my ‘otherness’ and my ethnicity.
I have heard a number of times now, ‘Of course
you will get through or be chosen, you’re
under 40, a woman and a minority.’ Which I
feel so uncomfortable hearing, and has left me
constantly wondering, is that what others think I
am doing here? Is that why I am here? Is this why
the CofE wants me? Nowhere in that statement
is there anything about my character, my values,
or my gifts. It’s a strange place in which to be.
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Many people make assumptions before
knowing me. For instance, that I must be
Hindu, or Muslim, or have an accent that
will be difficult to understand. So ‘what am I?’
(a question I have actually been asked!)
My family have been Christian for many
generations—my grandmother would proudly
say our ancestors were converted by Thomas
himself when he came to India. I am Indian,
consider Africa to be home, though in fact
I am now British (I’ve taken the test!).
But here I am, almost 40, having been brown
skinned all my life, and now faced with having
to think about what it means to be different and
how to embrace it. God is apparently calling me
to be different, because I am. I haven’t done this
to be a role model, but I am one of the few and
it will matter what I do and say today for those
who are different, who come in the future.
My children are mixed race and I question what
that label will mean for them in the world and
in the church. How will they be received when
people find out they aren’t as white as they first
appear? I have often looked at them and felt that
it’s so obvious we are physically different, and I
wonder, when they look at themselves, do they
see me in them at all? Do others see me in them?
I wonder then if God looks at me and wonders if
I realise I come from him. Do I recognise him in
me? Do I see my Father reflected in my image?
We are all created in the image of God—I wonder
do you, my peers, my Christian brothers and
sisters, see our Father in me?

Darius Weithers has recently begun
the first year of his curacy at St
Matthew’s Church in South Croydon.
It is tragic to me that in South London I would
go to the barbershop once and hear a hundred
questions about race, and go to church on a
hundred Sundays and, just as if these questions
did not exist, never hear an attempt at addressing
even one of them.
My life experience is such that I see few more
pressing live issues in the church than that of
‘race’. I don’t particularly enjoy talking about it,
but by virtue of being born black in a country
that has centred itself—historically speaking—
on the ideology of white supremacy, my hand
has been somewhat forced. I am a child of the
so-called ‘Windrush’ generation, and my entire
life I have faced this overwhelming sense that
in England: ‘If you are black, then that is your
problem.’ When the kid in the school lunch
queue calls you a ‘coon’ and those around shrug
their shoulders—‘It’s your problem.’ When your
girlfriend’s dad, while you’re eating, accuses
your ancestors of being cannibals and she says
nothing—‘It’s your problem.’ When you go to
church the morning after another black boy has
been slain just metres from your worship space,
and the songs are happy and the sermon from
another world—‘It’s your problem.’

In 1 Corinthians 11, Paul tackles specific
concrete sociopolitical divisions in the
Corinthian church. The issue is that the
banquet, instead of proclaiming the death
of the Lord Jesus Christ, was proclaiming
the sociopolitical status quo of an oppressive
Roman Corinth. The ugly situation that Paul
addressed is summarised in the contrast he
draws between the poor who, in the context
of a supposed Lord’s Supper, are going hungry,
while the rich meanwhile are getting ‘off their
face’. In other words, the church in Corinth was
demonstrating by its table fellowship that if you
are poor, then it is your problem.
For the church in Corinth, and for us today, the
schismata, the disconnect, is not dissimilar. If the
Corinthian church was divided along the social
lines of a stratified Corinth, then the Church of
England is divided along the social lines of a
racialised England. Paul’s challenge to those
who will partake in The Lord’s Supper together?
Discern the body. Unify not around social
sameness, but around the broken body and
shed blood of Christ.
(continued)

“There is only one body of Christ—so if a part
bleeds,
or aches, or weeps, then surely the whole body
does?”
Trinity College News Autumn 2018
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If there is but one poor member in the church,
then it is a live critical issue that the church
learns to become for poor people. If there is
one member in a wheelchair, then we must
commune for disabled people. If there is one
black member, then the church by nature
must become ‘pro black’. Because despite the
evidence, there is only one body of Christ—so
if a part bleeds, or aches, or weeps, then surely
the whole body does?
We must ask ourselves: how can we train
church leaders to be more aware and engaged
with issues of colonial and racial legacy in the
church and its theology? What would it look
like if we, the Church of England, were truly to
repent of our colonial legacy? Can we afford to
continue—literally—painting pictures of Jesus as

a white man even though we know he was not?
What needs to be done in order to repair the
damage to both the church’s credibility and her
theology that was caused during the relatively
recent periods of slavery and colonialism? How
do we strike a balance between respecting
and honouring the tradition of the saints, while
prophetically cleansing the church of its colonial
and imperial DNA? How could our traditions
increasingly demonstrate that we are aiming to
be the Church of an England that is as racially
and culturally diverse as the Roman cities of the
first century?

This book was The Christian Imagination:
Theology and the Origins of Race by Willie
James Jennings. One of the many reasons I
loved this book so much was that it stressed the
importance of geography and place for human
existence. I was certain that the rural community
I had grown up in had formed me in some way.
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Jennings writes in one of his many journal
articles that ‘we need a church made up of
people who refuse to live out racial politics…
who refuse the power and privileges of
whiteness, who reject the stereotypes of
blackness… who will not be known even by
family, tribe, friends or nation after the flesh,
but who would know themselves only through
the power of resurrection and the call of the
cross of Christ.’ This statement fills me with
hope, yet also leaves me with more questions
as to what needs to happen next.

What do I do now? What do I do about this
as someone who is about to be ordained a
deacon in the Church of England, who will
be serving in a predominantly white, British,
middle class community?

Alison Walker is in the first year
of her curacy in Hereford Diocese;
she continues to complete her PhD
programme at Trinity.
Almost three years ago now [Trinity tutor]
Jon Coutts recommended a book that I
subsequently devoured over the summer
holidays—the first theology book that I was
to read cover to cover, scribbling comments
in the margins and underlining something
on almost every page.

Jennings confronted me with my ‘whiteness’—my
culpability in these hierarchical structures that
prejudice those who are not white. He showed me
the benefits I have directly received as a result of
my being a white European. I have experienced
privilege in ways I could not see. Jennings also
helped me see the church’s complicity in this—
how during the colonial period the European
church demanded that to be a Christian meant
conformity to white, western ways of practising the
faith. No joining or inclusion, but only assimilation
and the death of ways of life and cultural practices.

Jennings’s book speaks into these thoughts
and confirms my belief in the importance of
geography and locality for who we are as
individuals and communities, but he also
did much more than this.
He revealed to me the invisible racial politic
that is at work in Western society. We live in
a world in which, as Carlton Turner phrased it
during our diversity week sessions, ‘the Black
body, the darker skinned person, and their
culture and heritage (mainly non-western/
European), are seen as less valuable, less
beautiful, or simply expendable.’
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While the plenary week at Trinity created the space for students to begin to consider and dialogue
about these issues—and ideally to dialogue with and listen to people with different perspectives
from themselves—it’s only a first step. Below is the diversity week booklist, with a few additional
books recommended by our students.
Willie James Jennings,
The Christian Imagination

James Cone,
The Cross and the Lynching Tree

Brian Bantum,
The Death of Race

Robert Beckford,
Jesus is Dread: Black Theology
and Black Culture in Britain

Richard Twiss,
Rescuing the Gospel from the Cowboys
Austin Channing Brown,
I’m Still Here
Trinity College News Autumn 2018

David Olusoga,
Black and British
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HABAKKUK:
TRUSTING GOD
THROUGH INJUSTICE
Trinity Tutor in Old Testament Rev Dr David Firth has recently written
a commentary on the book of Habakkuk for the new ESV Expository
Commentary series. Below he discusses how Habakkuk wrestles with the
difficulty of continuing to trust in God whilst living in a situation of ongoing
oppression and injustice, with ideas as to how you might preach and teach
this lesser known book.
For those unfamiliar with Habakkuk, can
you provide a basic summary of the book?
Habakkuk, the eighth book in the minor
prophets, is quite unlike any other book in the
prophets. For the most part, these are books
which record God’s message to his people
through the prophet, who functions as his
messenger—most obviously when the prophet
says ‘Thus says the Lord’. But we never find
anything like this in Habakkuk. Rather, the book
functions as God’s message by reporting the
dialogue between God and his prophet. So,
although it remains a prophetic book, it also
works along similar lines to the Psalms.
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Habakkuk is concerned with problems within
Judah (see 1:2-4). God’s law has been set aside,
and injustice dominates. Once the central issue
is laid out in 1:2-4, much of the the rest of the
book is presented as a series of dialogues
between Habakkuk and God.
Having heard Habakkuk’s complaint, God
responds in 1:5-11, indicating that he will
address Habakkuk’s concern by bringing the
Babylonians to Judah, even though they are
‘guilty folk whose own strength is their god’
(1:11). Habakkuk challenges God about this
in 1:12-2:1, suggesting that God’s solution to
the problem is worse than the problem that it
solves. In this, Habakkuk models a pattern of
prayer as complaint to God that is also about
God, something that is not infrequent in the
Old Testament. Having outlined his complaint,
Habakkuk indicates that he will wait to see what
God will say in response (2:1). God’s response

to Habakkuk (2:2-5) is perhaps the best known
passage in the book, though also one of the
most difficult to interpret. God suggests that
faith in him is the right position to adopt, and
in context this must mean both committing
ourselves to God and also trusting that his
solutions are the right ones. All oppressors will
ultimately fall, though we do not necessarily
know when that will be. Faith must mean
trusting that God’s purposes are ultimately
achieved, even though they might not be
achieved within the lifetime of any one believer
or generation.

From this emerges the famous conclusion to
the book, though it is a conclusion that really
only makes sense when read in light of what
has gone before. Habakkuk’s declaration about
waiting hopefully for God in the midst of the
apparent absence of blessing takes on real
significance in light of his earlier complaint and
the fact that he knows that oppression from
the Babylonians is still to come. What it means
in the end is that Habakkuk has realised that
God’s justice is ultimately the thing for which
we wait, and in the absence of blessing, it is God
who gives him strength and lets him thrive even
when flourishing seems impossible.

All of this prepares for the final chapter, which
is actually a psalm that receives a separate
title from the rest of the book (though it is still
associated with Habakkuk). The psalm is an
expression of the worship that 2:20 had indicated
was necessary. In the psalm, Habakkuk draws
on a range of older traditions about God coming
in power to his people, overcoming the forces
opposed to him. All of this builds to the climax
of 3:16, where Habakkuk realises he needs to
wait for God’s action to come against those
who invade Judah—a reference to both the
Babylonians and those within Judah who would
distort justice.
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Habakkuk: Trusting God through injustice (continued)

What are Habakkuk’s complaints to God?
Habakkuk’s complaints to God can all be
understood as an expression of the issue of
theodicy. That is, Habakkuk is struggling to
understand how it is that God’s justice is to be
seen as active and meaningful in a world that
is full of injustice. This is slightly different from
the approach to theodicy that is sometimes
used today when we engage in apologetics
with outsiders and try and justify God’s ways
in the world. Rather, Habakkuk operates from
a perspective of faith seeking understanding,
faith that holds onto God but which also wants
to be sure that faith is not something used to
avoid hard questions. Comparatively few of us
will ever have to face the sort of issues he did
(corrupt government and violent invasion, with
all that this implied), so it is important that we
ground his complaint in this setting. The law
was meant to safeguard justice, but if God’s
own people could ignore it, what does this
say about God? And how can we understand
history as something ultimately under God’s
control if God is prepared to use a people as
violent and ruthless as the Babylonians? We
only need to read the book of Lamentations
after Habakkuk to appreciate how damaging
they were.
The questions Habakkuk poses to God are thus
very real, and these same issues continue to
be raised today. Anyone who seeks to share
their faith with people outside the Christian
tradition will quickly encounter similar questions.
Moreover, failure to grapple with issues such
as these is often cited as a reason why people
who do come from the Christian tradition no
longer engage with faith. The book, however,
is an important resource precisely because it
addresses these issues. We effectively overhear
Habakkuk’s testimony through the dialogues
and in his closing prayer and declaration, and
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we see how someone who took these issues
very seriously was able to resolve them.
Habakkuk does not provide ‘the answer’ for
believers, but rather the book serves as a model
that demonstrates how we might address these
problems—and the foundational element of
that is prayer which raises these matters directly
with God rather than treating them as abstract
matters for discussion.

What can Habakkuk teach us about faith
in God, and living in continued faithfulness
to God?
Habakkuk has a great deal to teach us today.
However, it is important that we let it teach us
according to its own pattern. That is, it will not
give any modern reader ‘three steps to solving
the problem of theodicy.’ What it does instead is
to model the sort of faith that God seeks. This is,
in part, perhaps why the opening dialogue ends
with 2:4-5 and its great declaration of the nature
of faith, with the book then ending in 3:17-19 with
Habakkuk himself embodying such faith.

The faith the book seeks is
faith which comes to God
and knows we have no life
apart from God, but which
also sees that faith in God
means continuing to trust
him even in circumstances
of hardship.

Indeed, it is notable that when the New
Testament takes up Habakkuk 2:4 it brings out
both of these elements. Paul quotes this verse
in Romans 1:17, and there he clearly emphasises
faith as initial trust in God. By contrast, Hebrews
10:37-38 quotes it while emphasising the
importance of continued commitment to God
in Christ even when there is suffering. A biblical
understanding of faith needs to hold these
elements together, because we then see more
clearly that faith is both that point at which we
come to see our need of God in Christ, and
also the way in which we continue to live that
out. In New Testament terms, faith is always
connected to discipleship, and discipleship
must be coming to Jesus and also continuing
to follow him. Jesus pointed to the importance
of taking up our cross and following him (Mk.
8:34), and to the very real possibility of suffering.
In the temptations (Matt. 4:1-11) Jesus was in
effect offered the chance to demonstrate his
status as the Son of God without suffering, but
this was not a path he would take. Although
Habakkuk is not mentioned in this context, what
Jesus demonstrates here is entirely consistent
with Habakkuk’s message, and as Jesus calls
us to follow him in the way of the cross he
demonstrates the faith that Habakkuk describes.

of violent invasion—can we understand what
these climactic passages are saying. So, we
probably need to preach this book in three
sermons—the initial dialogues (1:1-2:5), the woe
oracles (2:6-20), and then the prayer (3:1-19).
In this way, we hear the whole book and let
it model to our congregations the issues it
addresses. Preachers will need, however,
to hold back from the temptation to provide
‘answers’ to the problems it raises because
although it stresses the importance of faith,
in the end faith here is a pattern of life, not a
trump card that we use to overcome otherwise
challenging circumstances in life.

What advice would you give to someone
about to teach or preach from the book
of Habakkuk?
While Habakkuk is not often preached, it is an
incredibly rich text that preachers would do
well to consider. It is, however, a book where
it is important that we hear the whole text. It
is very easy to take 2:4-5 or 3:17-19 out of the
larger context and hear them in a way that
oversimplifies the message of the book. Only
when we understand the very real suffering
experienced by Habakkuk—both because of
people setting aside God’s law and the threat
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Rev Dr David Firth is Tutor in Old Testament and
Academic Dean at Trinity College. His primary
research interest is in how poetics and ethics
interface within the Old Testament and how this
shapes mission.
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ALUMNI NEWS
John Stanley (Tyndale
1956) retired this year
after sixty-two years
of parish ministry. He
has served the Church
at every level, down
to the Archbishops’
Council, but parish
ministry remained his
top priority.
To mark the
80th birthday of
Christopher Idle
(Clifton 1965), Lost
Coin Books published
his third and final
collection of hymn
texts, Trees Along the
River. The collection
includes 120 items—
words only, but
with recommended
tunes, full notes, and
indexing. After nearly forty years of marriage,
Chris’s wife Marjorie (Dalton House, 1963) died
in 2003; their four married sons each have three
children. Following parish ministry in Cumbria,
Suffolk, and (mainly) inner-London, Chris lives
in Herne Hill, with permission to officiate in
Southwark Diocese.
William Lane
(Trinity 2002) recently
published a book,
Look Well to This
Day—Some Musings
on Christian Faith,
written from his
reflections as he has
travelled on his own
long and sometimes
difficult journey of
faith. Will is currently
serving as a parish
priest in Somerset.
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In July 2018, David
Rowe (Trinity 1983)
was made dean of the
Wellington Cathedral
of St Paul in New
Zealand. David had
been serving as priestin-charge of Christ Church in Winchester, and had
previously led several churches and communities
in rural, urban, and city contexts. Bishop Justin
said of this appointment, ‘David’s parish, diocesan
and national ministry experience is ideally suited
to the Cathedral’s goals of building community,
deepening discipleship, responsible stewardship,
generous hospitality, and faith in the public place.’
David and his wife Pixie (Carolyn) Paris Rowe
(Trinity 1982) look forward to this new adventure.
Dr Alex Kagume (Trinity 1993) is acting chief
executive for the National Council for Higher
Education in Uganda. This is the statutory body
set up by the government to regulate higher
education in the country (licensing, accrediting,
and monitoring, for both public and private
universities and other tertiary institutions). He
also serves in non-stipendiary ministry at the
local church as a team pastor.
Pete Atkinson (Trinity
2016) was recently
appointed to a church
planting role in the
Diocese of Liverpool.
Pete will be the
leader of the church
plant in St Helens,
Merseyside, which
is aimed at engaging young adults. St Helens
is in an area of high deprivation with some of
the highest rates of mental health issues and
suicide in England. The church planters are
creating three resource churches in urban exindustrial northern towns, hoping to develop
thriving worshipping communities that are
purposefully engaged in mission to support
people to develop relationships with Jesus.

Last September Rev Canon Derek Chedzey (Trinity 1993) became
Archdeacon of Hereford. He had been serving as head of Ministry
Development and as a member of the bishop’s staff at Bristol Diocese.
In his new role, Derek will work to empower church members to proclaim
Christ, grow disciples, and live out the diocesan shared priorities in their
church communities. Rt Revd Lee Rayfield, Bishop of Swindon and
Acting Bristol Diocesan Bishop said, ‘[Derek] will bring a huge amount of
knowledge and experience to his role as Archdeacon of Hereford, as well
as his deep desire to serve God and His people.’

IN MEMORIUM
Canon Michael Rees
(Tyndale 1959) passed
away in March 2018 at
the age of 82; he was
a Canon Residentiary,
and then Vice-Dean,
of Chester Cathedral
from 1990 to 2000.
The Telegraph wrote
of Michael, ‘He
had been a highly
influential figure in the stimulation and nurturing
of the evangelical revival in the Church of
England. This was accomplished in the key
posts of Vicar of Holy Trinity Church, Cambridge,
where he ministered from 1972 to 1984, and as
Chief Secretary of the Church Army from 1984
to 1990.’ Michael was noted for his abilities as a
bridge builder and collaborator. He is survived
by his wife of sixty years, Yoma, and their son
and daughter.

Karin Silk (Trinity 1989)
died recently after a
long battle with blood
cancer. She completed
a diploma in theology
at Trinity alongside her
husband Ian (1989) and
went on to become a
pioneering Reader in
the Diocese of Lincoln
for twenty-five years.
Her work in local mission included the founding
of a preschool, an allotment community outreach,
junior football outreach, music ministry, and
teaching the gospel to children and young people
in her local church. She was a Lincoln Street
Pastor and coordinator of Lincoln Prayer Pastors.
Karin was a devoted mother to her four sons and
lived to see her grandchildren. If you’d like to
contact her husband Rev Canon Ian Silk, you can
reach him at ian.silk@ntlworld.com.

Valerie Herbert (Dalton House 1962) passed
away last January after a long sequence of
illnesses. In 1961, Val started a course at Dalton
House at the same time as her husband
Geoffrey Herbert began his GOE work at
Tyndale Hall, just after the two had been
married. The couple had fifty-six very happy
years together. Her husband Geoff retired from
full-time ministry after twelve years at Collier
Row, Romford, in March 2001.

Sonja Arnold, a
former colleague at
Trinity, was diagnosed
on Good Friday 2018
with advanced brain
cancer, and she went
to be with the Lord
just a few weeks later
on Friday 18 May.
From 2009-2012, Sonja was a tutor in contextbased and pioneer training at Trinity. She went
on to become associate vicar at St Stephen’s
Twickenham for six years. Our prayers are
with her family; we are thankful for the many
students she impacted during her time at Trinity.
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OPEN DAY
Saturday
9 February
2019

Do you know someone
considering theological
study? Join us on Saturday,
9 February, to learn more
about what it means to study
in the Trinity community.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
ALISON BRANSTON: 0117 968 0254 OR
ADMISSIONS@TRINITYCOLLEGEBRISTOL.AC.UK

